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Abstract—This paper introduces a hardware - soft-
ware co-design of a Cellular Nonlinear Network (CNN)
emulator. The Cellular Nonlinear Network is an two-
dimensional array of locally coupled Nonlinear Pro-
cessing Elements (NPEs). The network is used to ob-
serve evolution of spatio-temporal waves such as au-
towaves, travelling waves and spiral waves. The soft-
ware part of the design controls the custom NPEs
which are the hardware part of the design. In order
to reach high performance, the software part provides
control flexibility on hardware part which is vital for
developing and executing active wave based computing
algorithms. The system has been implemented on Xil-
inx Spartan 3E1600E FPGA with Microblaze soft core
processor using Embedded Development Kit (EDK)
design tools.

1. Introduction

Active wave based computing algorithms have re-
ceived considerable attentions in the recent years be-
cause of new findings on biological systems. Biological
systems can be considered as continuous distributed
information processing system and process biological
information. Retina is a good example for such a sys-
tem which uses spatio-temporal waves for processing
the visual information [2, 1].

In order to mimic the way biological systems pro-
cess biological signals a practical network model is
needed. Most recently a two dimensional reaction-
diffusion Cellular Neural Network (CNN) [4] which
consists of relaxation oscillators has been presented
for wave computing applications. A fast FPGA imple-
mentation of real time autowave generation has been
introduced in [5] and its application in robotic using an
active wave computing algorithm has been presented
in [7].

This paper is organized as follow: Section 2 the NPE
which is the cell implementation of the network and
its mathematical model is described. In Section 3, the
hardware architecture of the network is explained and
the software design is given in Section 4. The paper is
concluded in Section 5.

2. Nonlinear Processing Element

A nonlinear processing element of the CNN model
is described by the differential equation in (1).

ẋi,j = αxi,j + βyi,j + g(xi,j) + Ii,j + ui,j ,
ẏi,j = εxi,j + σyi,j

(1)

Where x and y are the state variables, g(.) is the non-
linear function:

g
(
xi,j

)
=

 µ · (xi,j − λ) if xi,j > λ;
0 if |xi,j | ≤ λ;
µ · (xi,j + λ) if xi,j < −λ;

(2)

and the synaptic law Ii,j of the model is given by

Ii,j = ai,j+1xi,j+1 + ai−1,jxi−1,j

+ai,j−1xi,j−1 + ai+1,jxi+1,j .
(3)

The given network model (1) which has been intro-
duced by Yalcin in 2008 [4] is a locally coupled relax-
ation oscillators. Any cell on this network can be fixed
to constant value xi,j = xfixed. This is one of the es-
sential features (called fixed-state) which has been al-
ready used in the active wave computing algorithms.
Figure 1a and 1b show two snapshots depicting the
obtained autowaves during the time evolution for two
different parameter sets [4].

(a) (b)

Figure 1: Propagation of the autwaves on the network.

The discrete-time model of the model (1) is given
by

xi,j(k + 1) = xi,j(k) + τ
[
αxi,j(k) + βyi,j(k)

+g
(
xi,j(k)

)
+ Ii,j(k) + ui,j

]
,

yi,j(k + 1) = yi,j(k) + τ
[
εxi,j(k) + σyi,j(k)

]
,

(4)
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where

g
(
xi,j(k)

)
=

 m · (xi,j(k)− λ) if xi,j(k) > λ;
0 if |xi,j(k)| ≤ λ;
m · (xi,j(k) + λ) if xi,j(k) < −λ;

(5)
and

Ii,j(k) = ai,j+1xi,j+1(k) + ai−1,jxi−1,j(k)
+ai,j−1xi,j−1(k) + ai+1,jxi+1,j(k), (6)

The simple Forward Euler Method has been used to
discretize the model. The dicrete-time model has been
already implemented on an Field Programmable Gate
Array in [5]. In order to use the network as an ac-
tive wave computer, an improved design has been pre-
sented in [6].

The operations to compute the next-time value of
the state variables x and y are done by a special digital
hardware called NPE. In Figure 2, a detailed block
diagram of the NPE circuit is given.

Figure 2: NPE block diagram.

Half-precision floating-point number arithmetic is
used for the NPE implementation. The parameters
of the network is first loaded into the NPE and then
NPE calculates the state values of the next-time at a
short interval with respect to its arithmetic workload.

In the following section how NPEs are organized to
emulate the CNN is described and the observed dy-
namical behavior on the network is presented.

3. System Architecture

The NPE are organized as 5 × 5 processor array in
[5] and 4 × 4 processor array in [6]. These designs
are introduced a full hardware solution to emulate the
CNN. The operation of the NPE arrays in these works
are controlled by specially designed hardwares which
only improves performance but do not have flexibility.
While designing pure hardware it is required to change
digital circuitries, connections between them and con-
sider time scheduling to change the dynamic behavior
of the network emulator.

In this work, there NPEs are operated by a Microb-
laze processor. The nonlinear network is emulated by

NPE hardwares and the software runs on the Microb-
laze that loads values to NPEs, runs and collects com-
puted values from them. If it is asked to add supple-
ment expressions to the network model such as a new
nonlinearity, new synaptic law or a new state equation,
this requirement can be met by just changing the soft-
ware. Hence a tradeoff between flexibility and speed
exists. Block diagram of the design is given in Figure
3.

Figure 3: System architecture.

In this paper, Xilinx Embedded Development Kit
(EDK) [3] which is a set of tools that enables to de-
sign and implement processor based digital system in
Xilinx FPGAs is used to build up the system. One
of these tools is Xilinx Platform Studio (XPS) to
make hardware project of system and the other one is
Platform Studio Software Development Kit (SDK) for
preparing software part of design. While configuring
microprocessor and interconnection with peripherals,
XPS is used. SDK provides creation and verification
C software application.

A 32-bit MicroBlaze soft core processor which is
a reduced instruction set computer (RISC) and op-
timized for Xilinx FPGAs is added to the design. In-
struction and data accesses are done in separate ad-
dress spaces because MicroBlaze is implemented with
Harvard memory architecture. These address spaces
are located in 64 Kbyte Block RAM. Owing to BRAM
is chosen as boot memory, reset vector of MicroBlaze
points to the start address of Block RAM. When bit-
stream of design is sent to FPGA, Microblaze starts
to execute the software.

In this design, Microblaze has two different types of
data buses, Processor Local Bus (PLB) to communi-
cate with serial port and NPEs, LMB (Local Memory
Bus) to access BRAM for execution of the software.
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Instruction side and data side LMB buses enable to
connect dual ported BRAM via separate LMB BRAM
interface controllers.

Processor Local Bus (PLB) provides a high-speed
interface between the processor and high-performance
peripherals. Designed custom Intellectual Properties
(here NPEs) are connected to MicroBlaze via PLB. 14
software accessible registers are created in top module
of NPE, so inputs can be loaded and outputs can be
read via these registers. In this work, parameters of
NPE and initial values of x and y state variables are
loaded to these registers and control signals of NPE
are managed by changing corresponding bits of related
register.

After connecting modules to buses, bitstream file
of hardware project is generated by using ISE tools.
Obtained address map of system is used to generate
library and Board Support Package (BSP) files, and
these files enable to control software accessible regis-
ters of NPEs.

The number of used NPEs in this design can be
increased while considering the area consumption of
the Field Programmable Gate Array and service time
of the Microblaze processor to each NPE. It is efficient
to increase the number of NPEs if the execution time
of NPE is much more than the service time of the
Microblaze to each NPE. Service time is defined as
the time required while the processor is loading data
into the NPE before it starts to run.

4. Active Wave Generation Software

Many applications can be implemented by chang-
ing only the software. When (4) is analyzed, only a
sum operation or a multiplication can be calculated
by loading proper parameters and initial values to the
NPE by just changing the software. Coupling defined
by the synaptic law (6) can be changed by adding
new neighbor signals on to the state value calculated
by NPE using the software flexibility. Also, pipeline
stages, CNN dimensions, initial values and parameters
can be easily adjusted by the software . In this work,
the 9×9 cellular nonlinear network (1) is emulated and
spatio-temporal waves on the network are observed in
real-time.

In the sequential CNN emulator architecture, after
loading initial values of the current cell on the network,
the next cell value can only be calculated after the re-
sponse of the NPE for the current cell. Instead of hav-
ing this sequential hardware architecture, a pipeline
is implemented. After initialization of one NPE with
the data of a cell, without waiting the NPE’s response,
Microblaze passes to load next cell data to the other
NPE. Number of NPE determines pipeline stage num-
ber, so in this work 3 stage pipeline structure is used.
Scheduling of three NPE in the pipeline is shown in

Figure 4.

Figure 4: Scheduling of three NPE by the Microblaze
controller.

There are 4 matrices that have 9 × 9 sizes in 2-
dimension to save both current and calculated next
time values of x and y state variables.

After the computing and saving obtained values to
next-value-matrix for each state variable of each cell on
the CNN, pointers of current and next-time matrices
interchanges and so next value matrix becomes current
value matrix. After the coded numbers of iteration is
executed by the emulator, the calculated values are
sent to a computer via serial port.

Figure 5: 9× 9 network emulation.

5. Results and Conclusion

In this paper, a hardware - software co-design of the
CNN is introduced and an implementation of this de-
sign is presented. When a comparison is done between
this emulator design and previous pure hardware de-
signs, it is obvious that the performance of the emu-
lator worsens but the flexibility improves. In order to
use the active wave computing based algorithms in the
applications, hardware implementations of the wave
computer are vital to deal with computational cost
of the wave generating part of the algorithm. How-
ever full hardware implementation restricts the appli-
cation specific part of the active wave computing algo-
rithm. Currently, the application specific part of the
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algorithms are implemented on the computer. Com-
munication between computer and the wave computer
hardware is another aggravating effect on performance.
The proposed hardware-software co-design might help
to designer to have a better performance and flexibility
for their active wave computing algorithms.
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